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Illinois law enforcement leaders have a long history of supporting prevention 
initiatives that reduce crime and violence. For two decades, the Illinois 
Association of Chiefs of Police (ILACP) have forged a strong partnership 
with my organization, Fight Crime: Invest in Kids, to boost research-based 
programs that help get children off to a strong start in life, and are proven to 
reduce crime and violence in our communities. Together, our organizations 
have worked in Springfield to secure bipartisan backing for such programs: 
preschool, child care, afterschool, home visiting programs for parents of 
infants and toddlers, and locally based alternatives to detention for young 
people who have had involvement with the criminal justice system.

For readers not familiar with us, Fight Crime: Invest in Kids is a national anti-
crime organization with a membership of more than 5,000 law enforcement 
leaders — including more than 200 Illinois police chiefs. Members of Fight 
Crime serve as resources for the Association, briefing the ILACP Legislative 
Committee on crime prevention priorities and partnering on lobbying and 
advocacy efforts. 

Recent developments have made our organizations’ shared commitment to 
prevention more crucial than ever. 

George Floyd and Black Lives Matter

With the killing of George Floyd and the subsequent national outcry, chiefs 
around the state have spoken out, committing to principles of equity and 

empowerment. As Fight Crime’s National Leadership Council, which includes 
IACP Past President Steven Casstevens, wrote in a recent statement: “We 
can’t simply arrest our way out of large, societal problems. Our members 
have long championed the kinds of programs for children and families that 
not only address the root causes of crime––helping to stop crime before 
it happens––but which also serve to ease the inequities that threaten 
our social fabric and undermine our nation’s fundamental, aspirational 
principles.”

The prevention strategies that Fight Crime and ILACP have championed, 
when taken as a whole, boost academic achievement and health outcomes 
for participants, and reduce their likelihood of subsequent involvement with 
the criminal justice system. Studies show that these programs have their 
greatest beneficial effects for children who have faced the disadvantages of 
poverty, trauma, and exposure to community violence. Investments in these 
programs, therefore, help even the playing field for the youngest and most 
vulnerable among us.
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The pandemic has further heightened the need for these investments. 
All of Fight Crime prevention programs have been challenged — even 
transformed — by the health crisis. For some parents, home visiting 
programs — now operating in virtual mode — serve as a lifeline to a 
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host of necessary services. Child care facilities — indispensable for our 
law enforcement and other essential workers — face employee shortages, 
uncertain funding, and new health standards that raise their operating costs. 
Preschool and afterschool providers have had to create new systems and 
approaches to reach their students remotely, with imperfect results. And 
even when programs are able to open safely, there is growing concern that 
the shut-down has contributed to significant learning loss for many children.  

While prevention programs will need enhanced resources, the State of 
Illinois will likely face constrained revenues due to the emergency. The law 
enforcement leaders of Fight Crime have argued for assistance to states 
and localities on the federal level, and will continue to make the case for 
maintaining these key investments in the state budget. In a time of crisis, we 
cannot abandon programs that enhance our safety and that save us money 
in the long-term. 

Illinois Early Education Funding Commission

Another circumstance relevant to our combined efforts is the recent 
appointment of the Illinois Commission on Equitable Early Childhood 
Education and Care Funding — a group tasked by the governor to make 
recommendations for reforms and improvements in the funding and 
oversight of Illinois’ early childhood system. Our current system is unwieldy, 
inefficient, and chronically underfinanced compared to Illinois’ surrounding 
states. The commission is slated to release the recommendations and a 
plan for implementation before the end of the year. Working to make these 
plans a reality will be an endeavor worthy of the continued partnership of the 
ILACP and Fight Crime: Invest in Kids. 

Our work together — in light of the commission’s work, the global pandemic, 
and national movements for equality — can ensure the ongoing strength of 

strategies that promote equity, improve lives, and reduce crime and violence 
in our towns and cities. Our third decade of partnership may be beginning in 
crisis, but it can surely end in a safer, more secure Illinois.

Are you a police chief who is not yet a member of Fight Crime: Invest in Kids? 
We would love to have you join us. Membership is free, and requires only a 
very limited commitment of time. Please email disaacson@fightcrime.org 
for more information and a membership form. Q
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House Republican Leader Jim Durkin (R-Western Springs), right, meets 
with Hazel Crest Chief Mitchell R. Davis III and former ILACP President 
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More than 200 Illinois police chiefs are members of Fight Crime: Invest 
in Kids. They serve as advocates and sometimes lobby state officials 
about issues that keep children out of the criminal justice system. It’s a 
win-win solution to some of our biggest social challenges.


